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Hello Town Council, 

My name is Avey Herlihy, I am an eleventh grade student at Our Lady of the Snows Catholic Academy, and I am writing to you 
today to express my concerns about the Three Sisters Village and Smith Creek developments. I believe this proposal is 
extremely harmful to the Bow Valley’s wildlife, and more specifically, quite damaging for the Yellowstone to Yukon 
Conservation Initiative: an organization that works to affirm ecosystems along the Rocky Mountains. 

I have lived in Canmore for roughly fifteen years now, and I have seen homes being built and rebuilt; plots of land being 
cleared for new shopping strips or recreational activities. Slowly but surely, Canmore’s green spaces are disappearing, and as 
a young environmentalist, this is very disheartening. I understand that I need to be a voice for the future, starting with the 
community that I have grown up in. If I want to make a difference in the world, I must start here.  

The new development in Three Sisters would put strain on the wildlife movement through the Bow Valley, and heavily affect 
their migration. There is only a certain amount of times that we can disturb these habitats before the wildlife is met with 
unlivable conditions. Sadly, I believe we are on the road to reaching those limitations.  

Four out of seven days of the week I have elk sitting outside my home. Just the other afternoon they were walking between 
the cars on my driveway, and this is a common occurrence in Canmore. Many ecosystems have already been affected by the 
expansion in the Bow Valley, and this proposal has the potential to further harm these natural habitats by threatening the 
wildlife corridor along the mountains. Alleviating the strain on wildlife by adding a buffer zone between the passageway and 
residential areas needs to be considered as the town moves forward. Together we can work to create and uphold a safe 
passage.  

I understand this is a growing community and I am not anti-development, but I do believe that the Three Sisters Mountain 
Village project will harm the environment surrounding the beautiful little town that I call home. I want Canmore to remain an 
environmentally conscious place; one where both wildlife and society can coexist. It is crucial as a young person to voice my 
opinions on matters that affect my surroundings, and this current development proposal is something that I believe should be 
reconsidered. It is important that as a society, we consider both sustainability and our roles regarding the environment before 
things become unfixable.  

Thank you for taking my voice into consideration, 

Avey Herlihy 
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